Checklist: 12 Tips for Content Curation
Tapping into the power of curation to complement your created content.
#1: Have you curated from multiple sources?
Check the number of articles that you leverage
from any single source; specifically curating
those articles that are directly relevant to your
audience. Good curation is just that, sorting
and searching through the content to find the
best stuff.
#2: Did you include only a small portion of the
original content?
Reproduce only those portions of the headline
or article that are necessary to make your point
or to identify the story. Do not reproduce the
story in its entirety.
#3: Is your excerpt too long?
If you are re-posting an excerpt from the
original article, make sure your excerpt only
represents a small portion of the original article.
#4: Is your image thumbnail size?
When sharing images only share a portion of its
original form, such as a thumbnail, unless you
have explicit permission to share the full-size of
the image.
#5: Did you retitle the article you curated?
Retitling curated content means you are no
longer competing for the same title in search
results. You can add your own spin and you
can incorporate keywords that are important to
your organization.
#6: Is your original source clearly identified?
Demonstrating that you have curated content
from a wide variety of sources, and content
from some very reputable sources, makes you
more credible as well.

#7: Is there a clear link back to the original
source?
Linking to the original source may drive
traffic away from you momentarily, but makes
you more credible for identifying relevant
content in other well-known publications.
#8: Is your original source link buried?
Link back to the original article prominently, not
buried all the way down at the end of post.
#9: Does your share bar have a close button?
If you are using a share bar or iFrame, give the
reader an option to close the iFrame or Share
Bar to view the content without it.
#10: Are your no-follows turned off?
The no-follow attribute on hyperlinks tells
search engines not to give SEO credit to the
site you have linked to. Don’t use no-follows on
your links to the original publisher’s content.
#11: Did you include your own commentary?
Inject a bit of creation in all of your curation
efforts. Add your own voice to your curated
content. (e.g., provide context for the material
you use, add your own insight and/or guidance
for your audience)
#12: Is your annotation longer than the
excerpt?
Make your commentary longer than the excerpt
you are reposting. This is also good for SEO
because it reduces the amount of duplicate
content.
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